Sovereignty In Fragments The Past Present And Future Of A Contested Concept

Greek News to you in English - Keep Talking Greece

Greece’s health authorities announced on Monday 20,361 coronavirus cases and 78 deaths in past 24 hours. Four deaths from previous days were added with delay on today’s data. The number of intubated Covid patients in hospitals decreased further to 494. Several thousands fewer tests due to the weekend. Official EODY data ...

7 Data Privacy Trends for 2021 – Data Privacy Manager

Feb 24, 2022 - Ukrainian workers from the Kiev City Council dismantle and remove the illuminated hammer and sickle - symbols of the Soviet Union - that decorated the main street in downtown Kiev, July 31, 1991.

Live updates: Zelenskyy declines US offer to evacuate Kyiv

Feb 25, 2022 - Efrem Lukatsky/AP Show More Show Less 14 of 23 A Ukrainian Army soldier inspects fragments of a downed aircraft in Kyiv, Ukraine, Friday, Feb. 25, 2022. It was unclear what aircraft crashed and

Aug. 28, 1991: Russia recognizes Ukrainian independence

Oct 01, 2021 - Not all supervisory authorities were working at the same speed in the past years. The rough amount of all GDPR fines issued so far is currently a little shy of €275 million. However, the time of playing hide-and-seek with supervisory authorities in ...